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1.

Introduction

In plane geometry we often encounter problems about
construction. Obviously, for construction we only use
compass and unmarked straightedge. But the fact of
impossibility of construction is unknown. The purpose of
our work is to investigate this problem. As we have found
out impossibility of construction problem has 2000-year
history.

3.Conclusion
First of all, we can prove algebraically that, if there
are given triangles three medians and three heights it is
possible to construct this triangle. We have also presented
contraction’s practical methods, but if we are given triangle
three bisectors it is impossible to construct even an
Isosceles triangle.

Geometric problems, which can be solved by using
compass and straightedge, were always one of the most
unique and beautiful parts of math. Even in ancient Greece
active discussions about three classic problems occurred.
These problems include:
1.
2.
3.

Circle squaring
Angle trisection
Cube duplication

The ancient Greeks also knew that these problems did
not have solution and was, therefore, impossible to answer
all three above mentioned problems using only a compass
and straightedge. Only in modern times, more than 2000
years later – they were formulated – were all three of these
ancient problems proved insoluble using only compass and
straightedge.
2. The main subject
Our work will partly focus on these issues,
specifically whether or not it is possible to construct a
triangle if there are given these elements
1.
2.
3.

Only 3 medians (Medians case)
Only 3 heights (Heights case)
Only 3 bisector (Bisectors case)

In 1 and 2 cases Possibility of Construction is known
and it is mentioned in many sources, but we have never
seen the problem about constructing a triangle by three
bisectors.
We had a hypothesis, that it is impossible and we
began working on this problem.
Indeed, we proved that this hypothesis is true. We
obtained
theorem:
It is impossible to construct a triangle with three
bisectors using only straightedge (unmarked) and compass.
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